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DETERMINATION OF DECISION RULES ON THE BASIS OF
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
ARITA TAKAHASHI, ARKADY BORISOV
Genetic algorithms have widely been used in optimization tasks, and there are only a 
few works that use genetic algorithms to find rules. One of these studies is described [2] as 
follows: a set of solutions consists of various encoded rules:
attributeKvalueA; attribute2>=valueB; (1)
attribute3 =valueC.
One symbol string may encode several rules. One should foresee whether they will be 
combined with a conjunction or with a disjunction (conjunctive or disjunctive method [3]). 
The task of a genetic algorithm is to determine the preferences according to which a decision 
maker divided patterns into acceptable and unacceptable ones.
The present work deals with the following issues:
1. how to find the preferences by using only a small part of solution space;
2. how to find the preferences for fuzzy evaluations;
3. how to generate hypotheses for the best ideal and the worst ideal solutions.
By using the accumulated data base, the genetic algorithm should generate additional 
objects and rule weights for each object. The rules themselves will look as the hypotheses 
either affirmed or denied by the genetic algorithm.
lf  !° be taken “ t0 a‘xount’ * e  genetic algorithm should indicate a low
eight coefficient for this rule. If the rule should be taken into account to a certain extent 
then f o r t e  rule the genetic algorithm should generate a large coefficient ’
6 - ^ p o s it io n s  forstmcture
computed as follows: 80 mcient kji the l-th rule (l-th criterion) could be
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d ig it t ^
■w e ig h t. = ------------------- ----- •--------------------- (2)
d ig it l + d ig it 2 + d ig it3 + d ig it  ̂  + d ig it 5 + d ig it g
where digit; is the number in position (9+i), digiti is the number in position (9+1),.. 
digit6 is the number in position (9+6). In the case when the last six symbols are zeros,
i.e. “000000”, the weight will be : weight,—1/6.
All the six rules are connected with conjunction [3] for the selection mechanism:
i f
value-
C le v e l
1 + w eig h t
a n d  . . .  a n d
v a lu e ,
<“ ") >= leve l^ th en  s e le c t (3)
1 + w e ig h ty
where level/ is the value of a solution considered in the previous cycle, i.e. 
leveli=(valuei/(l+weighti))iter-ation-i , value; is the value that expresses the quality of a 
solution with regard to Rule 1.
From the expressions it follows that the greater the meaning of weight,• is, the 
higher requirements are imposed on the objects by the i-th rule which is to participate in 
forming the next generation, whereas if there is generated a small weight, the meaning 
of valuej might also be small. The experiments have proved that coefficients converge 
to certain values.
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Darba mērķis bija salīdzināt neironu tīkla un lēmumu koka ģenerēšanas 
algoritmu izplūdušas informācijas apstrādes uzdevumā. Izplūdušas informācijas 
apstrādei ir izstrādātas vairākas pieejas -  gan dažādu arhitektūru neironu tikli, gan arī 
dažādi lēmumu koka indukcijas algoritmi.
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